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The prediction of coning behavior at a producing oil well is 
one of the most difficult numerical simulation problems. Because of 
the convergent flow patterns and small sizes of the inner grid blocks, 
the radial coordinate models used to study the problem have a tend-
ency to become unstable. Since several hundred pore volumes may 
flow through the inner grid blocks during a rather small time interval, 
instabilities are likely to occur in the saturation calculations for these 
grid blocks. The dynamic approach to saturation calculations is a 
method which first computes the correct material balance and then 
calculates the saturation necessary to maintain this balance under the 
current flowing conditions. This work presents the results obtained 
from a coning model which used this technique. These results indi~ 
cate that the model exhibits stable saturation calculations both during 
cone formation and after breakthrough. 
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The coning of water or gas into an oil producing well is pri-
marily dependent on the gradient of the flow potential near the well. 
When the potential in the oil zone declines to a lower value than the 
potential in the adjacent water zone, water coning is likely to occur 
near the well bore where the gradients are most severe. Gravita-
tional forces caused by the density difference between the fluids tend 
to counteract the dynamic forces and the capillary forces. As the up-
ward forces due to the viscous gradients exceed the gravitational 
forces, water tends to advance towards the pressure sink and eventually 
breaks through at the production well. 
The numerical simulation of coning behavior has been one of 
the most difficult applications of numerical analysis techniques. The 
finite difference models which are employed to study this problem are 
customarily developed with radial coordinate grid systems. 
The pore volumes of the individual grid blocks typically decrease 
sharply near the well bore . For r ea s onably sized time increments, 
2 
the volume throughput during a time step in one of these smaller 
blocks near the well bore is many times the pore volume of the block. 
This situation usually results in severe instability of the saturation com-
putations in the vicinity of the well unless time step sizes are severely 
restricted. The time size limitation results in the use of excessive 
computer time to simulate coning behavior. 
The purpose of this study was to calculate correct saturations 
around the well bore and to maintain an accurate material balance 
calculation. 
A modified logarithmic grid spacing was used to provide detailed 
results near the well bore. A single well was represented by multiple 
grid blocks along the vertical interior boundary. Total production rate 
from the well was allocated among the innermost grid blocks according 
to the mobility distribution. 
A new technique which has been called "Dynamic Saturation 
Calculation" was used as the basis for development of a method for 
calculating the saturation distribution in the layers of the model which 
are within the producing interval. The dynamic material balance 
technique is based on net flux in a cell. This approach calculates the 
saturations necessary to maintain the material balance under the ex-
isting flowing conditions, and it is stable for large time steps. A 
3 
complete description of the model is presented in Chapter TIL 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The severe computational instability which is commonly encoun-
tered in the simulation of coning behavior is due to the combination of 
high fluid velocities and small pore volumes in grid elements near the 
well bore. This problem of stability has been discussed by several 
authors. 
1 Welge and Weber presented a paper on water coning which 
recognized the limitation of explicit coefficients. As a remedial mea-
sure these authors applied an arbitrary limitation on the maximum sat-
uration change during a time step. Though this method is workable for 
certain classes of problems, it is not rigorous and is not generally 
applicable. 
Blair and Weinaug2 formulated a coning model with implicit 
mobilities and a solution technique utilizing Newtonian iteration for 
solving the nonlinear set of algebraic equations that arises at each time 
step. While this method is theoretically rigorous, achieving convergence 
on certain problems is difficult and, in many cases, time-step size is 
still severely restricted. 
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The finite difference equation used by Blair and Weinaug for the 
* wetting phase is 
[ Tw n kn + 1 ( 6 P n + 1- 6 pg + 1- n g 6 z) ] 
1:::. xy xy rw xy N xy P w xy 
PV S n+1 
1:::. ( w )n _ Qw 
t B 
w 
The source of difficulty is the product term of relative permeability 
with pressure gradient both evolved at the implicit (unknown) time level 
t n+1. Since the implicit relative permeabilities are functions of the 
unknown saturation profile, this product is a nonlinear function of 
pressure and saturation. This nonlinearity is so severe that it fre-
quently prevents convergence for time steps of practical size. 
Letkeman and Ridings3 and MacDonald and Coats11 verified the 
Blair and Weinaug technique and reported a new method for calculating 
saturations and capillary pressures which utilizes a semi-implicit 
method. The authors attempted to approximate the Blair and Weinaug 
finite difference equation without producing the extreme nonlinearity in 
the left hand side of that expression. They did this by representing 
kn+1 as follows: 
rw 
* Symbols are defined in the Nomenclature. 
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The derivative term in the expression is the slope of a chord drawn 
between two points on the krw- Sw curve, corresponding to saturations 
n n 
of S and S + o S , It was suggested that o S should slightly exceed 
w w w w 
the expected value of (Sn+l_ Sn). 
w w 
A similar approximation is made for capillary pressure. 
n+l PC n pc + 
The substitution of these expressions for relative permeability and 
capillary pressure in the Blair and Weinaug finite difference equation 
reduces the degree of nonlinearity. 
Nolen and Berry 4 described a method for efficiently solving the 
non-linear form of the equations and demonstrated that time step sen-
sitivity could be reduced by iterating on the nonlinear terms. The 
authors have also pointed out that the mobility method of distributing 
production yields no serious errors unless a well is completed through 
a zone of very low permeability. 
Sonier, et al. 5 , and Settari and Aziz 6 , in their recent papers, 
have pointed out the importance of boundary conditions. These authors 
7 
claim that by incorporating the "outlet effect" due to capillary forces 
and the condition of continuity of pressure in the well bore with pres-
sure in the reservoir ("compatibility condition"), they can significantly 
improve the time-step sensitivity of the coning model. 
The present research work incorporates the major features of 
the techniques cited above for improving computational stability of the 
simulation. New features of this work include a modification of the 
dynamic material balance technique so that it can be applied to the 
coning problem. 
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III. SIMULATION MODEL 
A two-dimensional, three-phase radial reservoir simulation mo-
del was developed for this study. It is a cylindrical coordinate model 
with symmetry about the vertical axis and with provisions for variations 
in compressibilities, gravity effects, and capillary pressure. Detailed 
development and derivations have been relegated to the appendices. 
This chapter includes discussions of the grid spacing, the mathematical 
basis for development of pressure and saturation equations, the boun-
dary conditions, the production and injection terms, and the method of 
solution. 
Grid Spacing 
A variable mesh spacing was employed with the size of each 
radial increment ( 1:::, r) increasing with distance from the well bore. 
The vertical grid spacing increased with distance from the gas-oil or 
water-oil contact, and closed boundaries were employed. The block 







ln r - ln r 
6.u e w 
M 
(3. 2) 
This method places the inner boundary of the model at r 
w 
and 
the outer boundary at r . The grid pressures are located at midpoint 
e 
of 6. u, which does not coincide with the midpoint of 6. r. Details of 
this approach are presented in Appendix G. 
Pres sure Computation 
At the production rates considered in this study, the flow of 
fluids in the reservoir is governed by Darcy's law. When this equation 
is combined with a mass balance for a particular fluid phase, a partial 
differential equation results. In this work, three phases are considered: 
oil, gas and water. Six dependent variables appear in the three differ-
entia! equations which describe fluid flow. These are the saturations 
and flow potentials of each of the three fluid phases. These variables 
appear in the equations as functions of position a nd t ime. The equations 
and their derivations are presented in Appendix B. 
Fluid properties ( 11, B, o , and R ) were evaluated by polynomial 
s 
curve fits of laboratory data, and rock porosity was updated at each new 
calculated pressure. Capillary pressure between the wetting and non-wet-
ting phases was calculated semi-implicitly. Polynomial curve fits were 
used to represent the relative permeabilities for each fluid phase. It 
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was assumed that the relative permeability of a particular phase is de-
pendent on the saturation of that phase only. 
The coefficients of the pressure equation which describes the 
system include terms that are functions of pressure or saturations. 
Since these change with time, the use of implicit coefficients will add 
significantly to stability of the computation. These coefficients are un-
n+1 known at the new time level, t , and therefore, they must be esti-
mated and updated iteratively. As pointed out in the Literature 
Review, it is necessary to maintain the implicit character in order to 
retain stability for a reasonable time step. Updating the coefficients is 
accomplished by computing them on the basis of pressures and satura-
tions which are extrapolated linearly from the prior time level. This 
procedure is described by the following equations: 
n+1 p 
[l.t 
Sn n n-1 new +(S -S) 
Mold 
(3. 3) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - (3. 4) 
The relative permeabilities are evaluated at the upstream posi-
tion. A flow check is made before each evaluation, so that a phase 
will not be allowed to flow from a block in which that phase saturation 
11 
is at its irreducible value. For reasons discussed in Chapter II, the 
relative permeabilities and capillary pressures are evaluated semi-
implicitly. 
Each element on the main diagonal of the coefficient matrix con-
tains a group of variables called TERM, which is defined as 
TERM C +S C 





S dB S 
0 0 0 (JPR)---+- B 





- - - - - - - - - - - - (3 0 5) 
TERM is always positive above the bubble point. At lower pressures, 
dB 
the quantity (- dPo ) will always be negative. Slightly below bubble 
point pressure the magnitude of this quantity may be greater than the 
sum of the other terms, which are all positive . This would result in 
a negative value of TERM, an effect which has been called the "Jupiter 
fluid" phenomenon. When TERM becomes negative, diagonal dominance 
of the coefficient matrix will be lost. This condition may cause the 
dB 
computation to become unstable. The removal of dPo from TERM 
will ensure diagonal dominance . This is done by writing the B 
0 
derivative in such a way that two methods for computing it are possible. 





o a (JPR) (dP) at + (1 
aB 
0 JPR)~ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - (3. 6) 
Where JPR = 0 if the Jupiter fluid phenomenon exists; otherwise, 
JPR = 1. This technique has been described in detail by Wilson, 
et al. 17 
The system of equations discussed above is too complex to be 
solved by analytical methods. It was therefore necessary to use a 
suitable numerical technique to obtain a solution of the difference 
equations. The development of the finite difference equations for 
pressure is presented in Appendix D. The set of equations resulting 
from writing a difference equation at each grid point was solved by a 
12 
suitable technique. The computational methods which were used during 
the testing stages of this problem are line successive over relaxation14 
13 (LSOR), alternatingdirection implicit procedure (ADIP) and strongly 
9 implicit procedure (SIP). It was found that SIP was superior to other 
methods for solving cases which involve serious convergence problems 
due to large gradients and a large variation in flow coefficients. Since 
these conditions are characteristic of a coning problem, SIP was used 
for computing the results shown in Chapter V. Details of this procedure 
are discussed in Appendix E. The selection of iteration parameters 
was done by trial and error, since selection techniques presented in 
the literature were found to diverge for the coning problem. 
Saturation Calculation 
Water, oil and gas were initially considered to be distributed in 
the system according to the imbibition capillary pressure curve for the 
13 
system. This gives rise to transition zones between the water, oil 
and gas zones. In the present study the oil-water and oil-gas contacts 
are defined as the locus of points having negligible capillary pressure 
values. 
The region of computational instability in the saturation calcula-
tions is around the well bore. The saturations in this region were 
computed by the dynamic material balance technique described in detail 
in the next chapter. Saturations in the gas cap and water zone were 
calculated implicitly as well as explicitly. In both cases the results 
were identical for reasonable time step sizes. The relationship used 
may be written as follows for the gas zone, using upstream saturations. 
Implicit Equation 









~kro ( ~ ~ ~ro 
{ ( ) '¥ 0 - '¥ o .. ) - ( ) 
ll o B o i + 1 /2 ' j i + 1 ' j 1' J ll o B o i -1/2 ' j 
14 
kk 
<P ¢ 2 2 z ro 
o .. - o. 1 .) } + 2(r - r )B { ( ) I 1,J 1- ,J P m o 1..1 B i,j+1 2 
0 0 
kk <Po .. - <P 0 .. 1 + ( z ro ) 1 , J 1 ,J -
lJ B I ( [., Y. + [., Y. ) } 
0 0 i, j-1 2 J J-1 
------------ (3. 8) 
The equation for the water phase is the same as in Equation 
(3. 8) except that the subscript o is replaced with w. 
The equation for the gas phase is derived in Appendix B. 
Material Balance Error 
The error in the computed change in volume of oil and water 
in place, frequently called material balance error, can be calculated 
from either the produced volume or the initial in-place volume. A 
check based on produced volume was made in this model after each 
time step in order to check the validity of the saturation calculation: 




.L.L(PV~ .sn )/Bn - .L.L(P~~1Sn+1)/Bn+1 
. . 1,] o. . o. . . . 1,] o. . o .. J 1 1,] 1,J J 1 1,] 1,] 
r r Q t-,t 




For Water Phase 
rr (PV~ OSn )/Bn rr n+1 n+1 n+1 
- (PVO 0 S )B 
o o 1,J Wo o Wo o o o 1,J Wo 0 Wo 0 
J1 1,J 1,J J 1 1,J 1,J -1 
rr Q 6 t 
o o Woo 
Material Balance Error 
J 1 1, J 
(3. 10) 
If the material balance is correctly maintained, the expressions (3. 9) 
and (3. 10) must be zero 0 
Boundary Conditions 
No flow occurs across any of the four boundaries except that 
included in production-injection terms; i.e., the boundaries are mathe-
matically closed. These boundary conditions are satisfied by setting the 
potential gradient at the boundaries equal to zero. Fluid injection or 
production at any of the boundaries is accounted for by the use of 
individual source or sink terms in the pressure and saturation equations. 
Computation of Production 
The solution of the finite-difference equations for multiphase 
flow requires the computation of the rate of production, for each of the 
phases, for every grid block containing a well. As the rates were 
specified in terms of total liquid flow, the technique must determine 
the flow rates of each individual phase. Explicit calculations of pro-
duction rates severely restrict time step sizes. Therefore, a technique 
described in detail in Appendix F was used in this work to compute 
production terms semi-implicitly. This approach introduced a nonlin-
earity problem into the equations. The implicit saturation for each 
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n+l phase, S , appears in the denominator of the production term in the 
semi-implicit equation for each phase. This resultsin production rates 
which are nonlinear functions of saturations. This nonlinearity is re-
moved by using estimated saturation valuesin the denominators; the 
solution of the equation is made as if it were linear. In case a well 
penetrates only one grid block, the total production rate for the block, 
QTl is equal to that for the well, QT. However, when the well 
penetrates two or more grid blocks, each block penetrated produces 
a time varying fraction of the well's total production. The technique 
used in this work for allocating production among these grid blocks is 
based on mobility distribution and is described in Appendix F. 
Two different methods for achieving this allocation were explored. 
One of these considers only the mobilities of the fluids; the other con-
siders the flow potentials and mobilities. 
In the first approach, the mobility method, the difference of 
potential between the well bore and a grid block is assumed to be the 
same for all blocks adjacent to a given well bore. The potential method 
accounts for both mobility difference and for difference in potential 
gradient between the well bore and adjacent blocks in the reservoir. 
With the potential technique severe stability problems were encountered. 
The pressure values at the production points oscillate severely from 
one time step to the next. This effect, which was also reported by 
17 
. . t" t 4 b d 1 previous 1nves 1ga ors, may e ue to arge variations in potentials 
during the time step. Because of poor convergence characteristics, the 
method was abandoned in favor of the mobility approach. 
Injection Term 
Injection of water along the bottom row of blocks in the grid 
simulates a bottom water drive in the model. Water was assumed to 
enter these grid blocks at a rate equal to reservoir voidage; no addi-
tional gas was considered to be added to the gas cap. 
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IV. DYNAMIC APPROACH TO SATURATION CALCULATION 
The radial distribution of the grid elements in a coning model 
is the main source of instability of the model. The innermost radial 
element might contain only a fraction of a percent of the total pore 
volume of the model, and the very small sizes of the inner grid ele-
ments cause the saturation calculations to be influenced more by 
machine round-off error than by changes in saturation when using 
standard calculation methods. For typical time step size (1 to 10 
days) and for normal production rates, the throughput will be several 
hundred pore volumes per time step for the blocks near the well bore. 
The machine round-off error and the large throughput during a time 
step often result in saturations which are negative or greater than one 
hundred percent and which may oscillate. Thus the saturations calcu-
lated by standard technique are entirely meaningless. These erroneous 
saturations lead to unstable pressure calculations. In order to study 
coning behavior, accurate saturation calculations around the well bore 
' 
are necessary . The several hundred pore volume throughput in the 
smaller blocks near the well bore for a small time step result in an 
accumulation of each phase in these blocks that is negligible for that 
19 
period of time. Therefore, a technique based on the flowing conditions 
will be best suited for saturation calculations. 
The dynamic approach to saturation calculations is based on the 
concept of net flux in a cell. This approach calculates first the correct 
material balance and then computes the saturations necessary to main-
tain this balance under the prevailing flowing conditions. 
This technique was employed only for those horizontal rows of 
grid elements which include a producing block at the innermost grid 
location. For the study of gas coning the material balance was made 
on the gas phase and for the study of water coning the material balance 
was made on the water phase. 
All terms in the dynamic material balance except the rate of 
production were calculated directly. Then the rate of gas production 
in the gas coning zone and the rate of water production in the water 
coning zone were computed from their respective material balance equa-
tions. 
The gas-oil ratio and the water-oil ratio were assumed to be 
uniquely related to individual phase saturations in this study; the appro-
priate ratio was used for calculating the correct saturations of the 
corresponding mobile phases. 
The material balance for the gas phase can be expressed as 
20 
follows: 
(Gas in place at old time level) - (Gas in place at new time 
level) + (Gas in) (Gas Produced) 
------------ (4.1) 
where 
nn n t'ln nn (Gas in place at old time level) = PV Sg /Bg + RsS0 PV /B 0 
- - - - - - - - - - - - (4. 2) 
(Gas in place at new time level) n+1 n+1/ n+1 n+1 n+1/ PV Sg Bg +(RsS J PV 
(4. 3) 
(Gas in) 2 2 [ 27T(rp- rm) 
k k <Pg •• - <P g .• 1 k k R ( z :t;g ) ( 1, J 1, J- ) + ( z r , o s ) 
B g lJg i' j -1/2 /::, z t /::, z j -1 B o lJ o i' j + 1/2 
<P <P 
k k R o. - o ( z r,o s) ( 1,j i,j-1 ] 
B ]J /::, z +/::,z ) 
0 0 i, j-1/2 j j-1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - (4. 4) 
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Similarly, for the water phase 
(Water in place at old time level) - (Water in place at new 
time level) + (Water in) Water Produced 
(4. 5) 
(Water in place at old time level) 
(4. 6) 




kk <Pw _<Pw 
( z r,w i,j+1 i,j 
B 1..1) ( l::.z +!::. z ) 
w w i, j+1/ 2 j j +1 
k k 
z r,w 
+ ( B 1..1 ) i J. -1 /2 
w w ' 
<P <P W. - w .. 1 
( l,j l,J- ) ] 1::. z. + 1::. z. 1 
J )-
- - - - - - - - - - - - (4. 8) 
Once the gas produced or water produced is known the gas-oil 
ratio and water-oil ratio can be calculated as follows: 
k 1..10 B 
__g 0 +R GOR = k l..lg B s 0 g 
------------
(4. 9) 
or, k 1..10 B w 0 
WOR - k B 0 1Jw w 
k f-1 B 
_g_k g g (GOR - R ) 
f-1 .B s 







f-1 w Bw (WOR) 
0 0 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - (4. 10) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - (4. 11) 
Therefore k /k and k /k can be determined for any time s t ep. g 0 w 0 
Following are the three expressions used in this study to repre-
sent the relative permeabilities of each phase. The resulting curves 





(S - S )2 
o or 
(s - s )2. 5 
w we 
( 2 5 (1-S ) . 
we 
- - - - - - - - - - - - (4. 12) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - (4. 13) 
k 
rg 
(S - S ) 3 g gc 
(1 - s - s ) 3 gc we 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - (4. 14) 
Based on the above equations, the relative permeabilities for each phase 
are functions of phase saturations only; i.e. 
s g f (k ) g 




f (k ) 
0 
- - - - - - - - - - - - (4.15) 
-- - - -- --- - - - (4.16) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - (4. 17) 
As k /k and k /k were calculated at each time step, the prevailing 
g 0 w 0 
S , S and S could be computed. In order to determine these func-
g w 0 
tions an iterative technique was used. 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - (4. 21) 
Now if an iterative scheme is established for relations (4. 20) and 
(4.21), using the values of k /k and k / k as calculated from 
rg ro rw ro 
Equations (4. 10) and (4. 11), values of S and S can be determined at g w 
any time step. 
In the small cells near the well bore , where saturation changes 
are severe, the pore volumes are very small and therefore the errors 
in the sn+1 and ~+l calculations are not very significant since they are 
g w 
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of the same order of magnitude as machine round-off error. Although 
this round-off error will create severe saturations calculation errors 
in conventional models, it does not adversely affect the convergence of 
the dynamic approach. 
Solution Scheme 
The following scheme was used for the regions where gas and 
oil are the mobile phases. A similar technique was employed in the 
regions where water and oil were mobile. The third phase in the row 
was immobile in either case. 
For a row containing a producing block, gas in place at the 
present time level was calculated. The pore volumes for the new pres-
sure in each block was updated by the following formula: 
2 2 n+l n 
PV 7r(rp- rm) 6. z ¢ [1 + CPV(P - P ) ] 
------------ (4.22) 
From the estimated saturations at the new time level, the gas in 
place at the new time level was calculated. "Gas flux in" was com-
puted from Equation (4. 4), and "water flux in" was calculated from 
Equation (4. 8). The average gas-oil relative permeability ratio was 




{ (Net gas flux in) 1 +--6 t 
S S R 
[ PVn+1(jf + ~ s )n+1] 






The water oil relative permeability ratio was determined as follows: 
M k 
rwn+1 (-) k 
1 n n { (Net water flux in) + M 1: (PV S ) 





k=i ro =1. 
n+18n+l (PV ) 
w k } 
- - - - - - - - - - - (4. 24) 
Next, sn+1 and Sn+1 were computed by iteration of Equations 
g w 
(4. 20) and (4. 21), respectively. After the saturation was determined for 
block no. 1, its gas in place at both the present and new time levels 
was subtracted from gas in place for the entire row at each of the re-
spective time levels. Net "Gas flux in" was also adjusted by subtrac-
ting the "Gas flux in" in this block from the total "Gas flux in" for the 
row. The total oil production was adjusted by adding to the rate of 
production, the net accumulation rate due to the change of saturation 
in the first block. 
The procedure was repeated sequentially through block M, the 
last block on the row. The entire procedure was then repeated for 
other rows containing a producing block. A flow-sheet of this 
procedure is shown in Appendix J. 
It should be noted that the dynamic material balance approach 
is not applicable for any phase saturation between zero and its irre-
ducible value. This limitation is not serious, however, and is 
discussed further in the next chapter. 
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The application of dynamic saturation calculations to a coning 
model was primarily made to investigate coning behavior around the 
well bore. The following observations were made during this study. 
28 
Figure V -1 depicts the computed water saturation profile in the 
blocks adjacent to the well bore after 2290 days with a time step of 
24 days. Figure V-2 depicts the gas saturation in the blocks adjacent 
to the well bore after 760 days with a time step of 4 days. The 
smooth saturation profile (with no oscillation) is the result of dynamic 
saturation calculations. The stability of the method for solving the 
gas coning problem is indicative of the effectiveness of the technique. 
The literature shows that the gas problem is more difficult than water 
coning problem. Figure V -3 represents the water coning history 
around the well bore as calculated by this technique. The smoothness 
of these curves and the progression of the front upward with time 
(with no oscillation) is indicative of the stability of the method. 
Time Step Sensitivity 
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Figure V -2. Gas Saturation Profile at 760 Days, 6 t 4 Days 
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Figure V-4. Time step Sensitivity 
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of the stability of a coning simulator. Due to smaller discretization 
errors and more pronounced diagonal dominance for shorter time 
steps, the results using small time steps can always be considered 
more accurate than those results using larger time steps. Earlier 
workers have reported large variation in calculated WOR for different 
time step sizes. Letkeman and Ridings reported 28% and 16% for the 
WOR at 2000 days with time steps of 20 and 100 days, respectively. 
The absolute difference of 12% between these values would make a 100 
day time step hardly usable even though the simulation is stable. 
The results to 2200 days of two runs on the present simulator 
with time step sizes of 24 and 50 days are shown in Figure V-4. The 
difference in WOR was consistantly within 2% or less for the two time 
step sizes. The small sensitivity to time step size leads to the con-
clusion that the dynamic saturation calculation technique is superior 
to other reported schemes for saturation calculations in a coning 
simulator. 
Sensitivity to the Grid Block Size Near Well Bore 
Calculated WOR and GOR depend on the block size as well as 
time step size. When the block size was decreased, breakthrough 
occurred sooner. It was found that if the pressure in the reservoir 
was decreasing, the water phase or gas phase gains a finite mobility 
in the blocks near the well bore. Because of this mobility, this 
34 
TABLE I 
EFFECT OF INNER BLOCK SIZE ON COMPUTED WATER/OIL RATIO 
!:::. t = 2 days 
23 em 
Inner Block Radius 







NOTE: WOR is given as percent. 
Q = 300 B/D 
0 
36 em 









phase starts to flow toward the well bore. Since the saturation pro-
file is usually very steep in this region, very small amounts of flux 
of this mobile phase will be sufficient for breakthrough in these small 
blocks. However, this condition does not imply that the WOR or GOR 
will keep increasing significantly immediately after breakthrough, 
since the production of this phase is restricted by the limited 
phase mobility at points more distant from the well bore. It is only 
when the saturation front reaches the well bore that the WOR or GOR 
starts to increase sharply even though these ratios will begin to rise 
before breakthrough. This predicted performance is consistent with 
the behavior in an actual reservoir, since there is usually some water 
or gas production before a cone reaches the perforations. However, 
if the pore volumes of the blocks adjacent to the well bore are too 
large , this important information of early production of water or gas 
may be lost. Accurate simulation, then, of the coning problem re-
quires small internal blocks . The results of predicted WOR history 
are summarized in Table I for two different sizes of the innermost 
blocks. 
Characteristics of Gas Coning Predicted by the Model Studies 
Figure V -5 depicts a history of gas coning studied by this 
model. During the test studies it was found that the gas cone forms 
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Figure V -5. Gas-Oil Coning 
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37 
small pressure drawdown. It was observed that the gas-oil ratio 
starts rising above the solution gas ratio immediately after production 
starts. There was found to be a correspondence between change in 
the withdrawal rate and the almost instantaneous response of the pro-
ducing gas-oil ratio. When the rate of production was decreased, the 
pressure in the blocks around the well bore increased and the oil in 
these blocks became undersaturated. This effect is illustrated by 
Figure V-5, which shows a decrease in GOR at the time the production 
rate was decreased (t = 600 days). A temporary reduction in time 
step size was required at this point in order to maintain computational 
stability. 
At higher production rates a zone of high gas saturations was 
formed at the same level as the perforations. This zone was separ-
ated from the main gas cap by a small zone of low gas saturation. 
This led to the conclusion that this gas zone formed in the original 
oil zone was a secondary gas cap with its origin being from solution 
gas. This phenomenon is shown in Table II, which is a gas satura-
tion distribution chart. Supporting the conclusion that this gas 
zone was formed from solution gas are the facts that the discontinuity 
in the "apparent gas zone" did not appear in cases having high ver-
tical permeability, and that the phenomenon did not occur at low 
production rates. 
~ 1 2 
1 79 79 
2 79 79 
3 79 79 
4 79 79 
5 79 79 
6 79 79 
7 32 32 
8 37 37 
9 38 38 
TABLE II 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
79 79 79 79 79 79 79 
79 79 79 79 79 79 79 
79 79 79 79 79 79 79 
79 79 79 79 79 79 79 
79 79 79 79 79 79 79 
79 79 79 79 79 79 79 
32 31 30 30 30 28 28 
37 37 37 37 37 31 27 
38 38 38 37 34 25 21 
GAS SATURATION DISTRIBUTION AT 460 DAYS, % 













Calculations for this simulation were performed on IBM 360-50 
and IBM 370-165 computers. The average computational time used 
to perform a time step for the model using the 370-165 was 0. 30 




The following conclusions were reached as a result of this study: 
1. The dynamic material balance approach used in this in-
vestigation gave stable and accurate results for problems 
using fine grid spacing near the well bore and time step 
sizes up to 50 days. 
2. The time-step sensitivity problems reported in the litera-
ture did not appear in this study. 
3. The model used in this study will simulate coning be-
havior under certain severe conditions where stability 
problems are encountered using conventional approaches. 
These severe conditions are the cases where large capil-
lary forces are present and where the grid blocks adjacent 
to the producing well are long in the vertical direction as 
compared with the horizontal direction. The model gave 
stable results for both water and gas coning problems. 
4. The modified coordinate system used in the radial direction 
for this study simplified the calculations. 
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Cross sectional area normal to the flow direction -
2 
em 
Formation volume factor, subscripted for phases, 
res. vol. /std. vol. 
Compressibility - vol. /vol. /atm. 
Number of blocks perforated in well model 
Number of blocks in r -direction 
Number of blocks in z -direction 
Pressure - atm. 
Pore Volume 
Capillary pressure between oil and water, atm. 
Capillary pressure between oil and gas, atm. 
Producing rate, std. cc/sec. 





























Equilibrium gas saturation, fraction 
Residual oil saturation, fraction 
Irreducible water saturation, fraction 
Vertical distance, em, positive downward 
Conversion factor of gravity - 0. 00096714 atm/ 
2 (gm/cm ) 
Radial (horizontal) absolute permeability - Darcy s 
Vertical absolute permeability - Darcy s 
Relative permeability, fraction 
Time level 
Radial distance - em 
Outer boundary radius - em 
Well bore radius - em 
Time - sec 
Direction in transformed r - coordinate 
Inner radius of a radial block 























Finite difference operator analogous to derivative with 
respect to x 
Finite difference operator analogous to derivative with 
respect to y 
Finite difference operator analogous to derivative with 
respect to x and y 
Finite difference operator analogous to derivative with 
respect to t 
Gas 





Present time level 
New time level 




EQUATION OF MOTION 
The relationship necessary for maintaining mass conservation 
of each phase in each element of the grid may be represented as 
follows: 
(Mass rate in) - (Mass rate out) - (Mass rate produced) 
= (Mass rate of accumulation) 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (B-1) 







where Q is the volumetric flow rate in the radial direction and P is 
r 
fluid density, both expressed at standard conditions of pressure and 
temperature. Similarly, the mass rate equation in the z -direction 
(vertical direction) can be expressed as follows: 
48 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (B-3) 
The area of the face normal to flow in the radial direction is calcu-
lated at r, where radius increases away from the well bore. This 
area is calculated as 
A 21rr6.z 
r 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (B-4) 





1T (rp- m 
____________ (B-5) 
For a two-dimensional radial model, the rate of mass influx is the 
sum of the influxes in both directions: 
Mass rate in (Q p + Q p ). r z 1n 
(-
k A P h r 
llB 
k A P 
() ¢ ( z z 
-) -Clr ]JB 
The mass rate out can be expressed in terms of the mass rate in 
plus the change across the block as: 
(B-6) 
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Mass rate out Mass rate in + a l'c. r Tr (Mass rate) + 
a 
6 z---a; (Mass rate) 
(B-7) 
Therefore, 
Mass rate in - Mass rate out 
(B-8) 
Defining Q as total production rate, expressed in standard cc/ sec , 
multiplying by the standard density P in gms/ std. cc , and adding this 
term to the net flux term yields the left hand side of equation (B-1). 
This expression may be written as follows: 
(B-9) 
T he tot a l net flux r epresented by (B- 9) is equal to the net mass 
a ccumulation. This can b e r epresented as t he time rate of change 
of mass in the block as follows: 
a P 
R a t e of Accum ulation = -- (Pore Volume x Satu ration x --) at B 
__ _ ___ _ __ __ _ (B-10) 
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Equating the above terms, dividing through by o and multiplying both 
sides by B yields 
k k r 
21r 6zB6r-a-( hr 
ar J.lB 
_a_ kzkr ~ 
a z ( J.lB a z) - QB 
____________ (B-11) 
Close spacing near the well bore is desireable, since this re-
gion contains high gradients. To accomplish this, the r- direction 
coordinate system was transformed as follows: 
Let u = lnr 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (B-12) 
Differentiating the Equation (B-12) 
r au Cl r 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (B-13) 
Using the relationship of Equation (B-13), Equation (B-11) can be ex-
pressed as 
k k 
a z r a<P) _ QB 
-(--
a z Bl-1 az 
(B-14) 
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The flow equations for the oil and water phase can be written by pro-
perly subscripting Equation (B-14). 
2 6r a k k a<I> k k 3<I> B --( h r,o __ o) + B 2 2 a z r,o 0 




0 0 0 0 
6 k k a<I> k k a <I> 
(B-15) 
w 2 -E.B _a_( h r,w w 2 2 B a z r,w 
r w au lJ B ~) + (rp- rm) w Tz ( B 1.1 a z ) 
w w w w 
2 
r ) B 
m w 
____________ (B-16) 
A total gas balance was made for the gas phase, i.e. both free gas 
and solution gas were taken into account 
k k (l<l> k k Cl<I> 
2 6 a h r g ___g_ 2 2 _a_ z r,g ___g_ 
__ r B - ( !. "'u ) + B (r P- r ) a ( B a z ) 
r g au 1.1gB g a g m z 1.1 g g 
kk R 2 6r a h r, o s 
+ -- B -- (-=~;:._;;_-
r g au 1.1 B 
0 0 
a<I>o 2 2 a k k R Cl<I> 
--)+B (r -r )--( z r,o s o 
au g p m Cl z 1.1 B ~) 
0 0 
k k a<I> k k ()<I> 
_ 2 !::.r B R _a_( h r,o o 2 2 a z r,o 0 
"' --) - B R (r - r ) - ( - ) 
r g s au l-1 B au g s P m a z l-l B ~
Q B g g 
7r !::. z 
0 0 0 0 
2 2 a <PS S B 







Q g is the rate of production of free gas. 
The pressure equation is obtained by adding Equations (B-15), 
(B-16), and (B-17). 
Accounting for the effects of gravity and capillary pressure, 
and defining the dependent variable P as the oil phase pressure 
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_a_p_ + __ ..::;o...l., .e.g 
d z d z 
- p g 
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p g g 
(B-21) 
___________ (B-22) 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (B-23) 
Oil pressure is related to the other two phase pressures by the 
relationship 
p = p + p 
0 w c 






_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (B-25) 
As the sum of the saturations must be unity , the derivative 
d 1 d¢ 1 dBw 
---at<Sw +So+ Sg) = 0. Moreover, "¢ dP CPV and (- Bw)----cfP 
= Cw' where CPV and Cw are constant. 
Summing Equations (B-15), (B-16) and (B-17), re-arranging 
terms, and simplifying results in the following expression: 
6. k k a<I> 
2 r (B _ B R ) _a_ h r, o o 2 2 a 
r o g s au ( ]..! B ~) + (r p- r ) (B - B R ) -
o o m o g s az 
k k a<I> k k ( z r, w w + 2 6. r B _a_( h r,g 
]..! B a7) r g au ]..! B 
w w g g 
a <I> 
____g_ 2 2 a 
"u) + Bg(rp-r )-"'-
o ·m oZ 
k k R a¢ 
( z r,o s __ o_) _ 1 Q B Q B ]..! B a z 7r 6.z ( o o + + Q B ) 0 0 w w g g 
S dB S dB S dR 
I}" I}" o o o s aP (C + C S - ~ ____a.- -- + - B --)-





The group of variables which comprises the coefficient of 
a PI at on the right hand side of Equation (B-26) is expressed as 
TRM. This coefficient is modified as discussed in Chapter III for 
jupiter fluid phenomenon. 
TRM 
2 2 S dB 
(r - r ) <P r c + c s - _g_ ___g_ -

















JFP normally has a value of unity. It becomes zero, however, when 
the "Jupiter Fluid" problem is encountered. 
The solution of a system of equations obtained by writing 
Equation (B-26) in finite difference form for each point in the grid 
system yields the values of pressures for each grid location at the 
new time level. The approaches used to discretize the partial 
differential equation and to solve the resulting system of non-linear 




The region of instability in the saturation computations is 
around the well bore. The saturations in this region were calculated 
by the technique of dynamic saturation calculation. Saturations in the 
gas cap and water zone were calculated during test cases by both im-
plicit and explicit techniques. The results were identical for reason-
able time step sizes, and the explicit approach was employed. 
The material balance equation was derived by writing a mass 
balance for each phase in every grid element and solving each re-





a<t> kA a<I> 
__ o_) + B 6 z( z z o 
a r o l.1 B --a;;-> - Q B 
0 0 0 0 
The differential Equation (C-1) was discretized as shown in 
.....n+1 Appendix D and solved for :::; 0 . 
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(C-1) 
The equation for the water phase is similar to (C-1). It is 
written as follows: 
1 a [ B 6r-
w ar 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (C-2) 
Differential Equation (C-2) was discretized as shown in Appen-
n+l dix D and solved for S . A total gas balance (free gas and solution 
w 
gas) was made for the gas phase. 
Cl S 
___g_ + S (C - 1 Cl t g PV B g 
dB p g a 
___,d=P ...... ) -at 
s dR 
o __ s_ () P 
+-B- Bg dP at 
g 
= 
B 6 g 
1 a k A [B 6r-(hr 
g arB J.l g g 
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a¢ k A R a ¢ -----'g~. + B 6 r-a- ( h r s o 
a r) g ar J.l B ~) 
0 0 
a k A a¢ 
( z z ______g) + B 6 
k A R 
a < z z s z- ) - Q B ] az ].l B az g g g az J.l B 0 0 az g g 
(C-3) 
Differential Equation (C-3) was discretized as shown in Appen-
.....n+l. dix D and solved for :s g 
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APPENDIX D 
THE FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
Finite difference approximations were used to solve the pressure 
and material balance equations. This was done by converting the par-
tial differential equations to a set of difference equations which were 
written for each grid cell. This results in a set of algebric equations 
for the pressure relations, which can be solved by the methods des-
cribed in Appendix E. The finite difference equation representing the 
pressure equation can be expressed as follows: 
k \ ] [ (__.!_) (,.. - ,.. .. ) - (-) ( ~ .. - ~ . 1 .) + 
l-IB i +1/2,j '¥i+1,j '¥ 1,J l-IB i-1/2,j 1,J 1- ,J 
k k ( ~- . 1- ~ .. ) 
z r 1,] + 1,J 
[ ( l-1 B\,j+l/2 L'1 zj+1+ 6zj 
k k ( ~ .. - ~ .. 1) 
zr 1,) 1,]-] 




Permeability does not vary in the radial direction. Average perme-
abilities between grid cells in the vertical direction were calculated as 
a series average. This average permeability was grouped with other 
variables and parameter HKY was calculated by the following relation-
ship: 
2 2 
2(r - r ) k 
P m z .. 1/2 1, ]+ 
!::,. z.( liz .. 1+ f:lZ . . ) J 1,)+ 1,] 
2 2 
2 (r - r ) k k P m z .. z .. 112 1,] 1,]+ 
l::,.z.( l:lz.k +liz.+ k ] ] z. . 1/2 J 1 z. . 1,)+ 1,) 
Transmissibilities were defined as 
Ti+1/2,j 
2 !::,.r. kh k 1. (_£__) 





Ti, j +1/2 
T i, j-1/2 
2 t:,.r. kh k (__!_) 1 














Permeabilities in the r - direction were considered to be con-
stant. Relative permeability, formation volume factor and viscosity 
at the interfaces were evaluated at the upstream block for the reasons 
suggested by Bjordammen and Coats. 18 
The time derivative was approximated by a backward difference. 
This relationship is 
n+1 Pn 
..a..R. '\, p -
d t ~ t 
___________ (D-7) 
Equation (D-2) and (D-7) were used for the approximation of differential 
pressure Equation (B-11). The solutions of the resulting difference 
equation were obtained by SIP. Going from the n to n+1 time level, 
simultaneous changes in the r and z directions were calculated. For 
a block (i, j) the pressure difference equation is: 
1 n~ n~ 
AX. . p~ +1 . + (AX. . - CX. . - A y. . - CY i J.) pi J. + CXi J. pi+ 1 J. 
1,] 1- ,] 1,] 1,] 1,] ' ' ' ' 
n+1 n+1 
+ AY .. P .. 1+ CY .. P .. +1 1,] 1,]- 1,] 1,] 
= (QTERM + PCTRM + GTRM) .. 
1,] 
TRM. . n+1 n 1,J 
+ _A_t...:..a<-(P .. - P .. ) 




1,) = B T +B T 0 .. 0. 1/2 . W .. W. 1/2 . 
+B T + 
1,) 1- ,J 1,) 1- ,J g .. g. 1/2 . 1,) 1- ,J 
B T R -B R T 




B T + B T +B T + 
0 i,j 0 i+1l2,j wi,j wi+1l2,j gi,j gi+112,j 
B T R -B R T 
gi,j 0 i+112,j 8 i+112,j gi,j 8 i,j 0 i-1l2,j 
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(D-10) 
+ AY .. 
1,] 
B T + B T +B T 
o .. o .. 112 w .. w .. 112 g .. g .. 1/2 1,] 1,]- 1,) 1,)- 1,) 1,)-
B T R -B R T 
g o I s I g. . s. . o .. 112 i,j i , j-1 2 i , j - 1 2 1,) 1,) 1,)-
(D-11) 
CY .. 
1 , ) 
= 
B T + B T + B T + 
0 0 I W •. w .. 1/ 2 g .. g .. 1 / 2 i,j i,j +1 2 1,] 1,)+ 1,) 1, ) + 
B T R -B R T 
gi , j 0 i,j +112 8 i,j +112 gi,j 8 i , j 0 i,j +112 
(D-12 ) 
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(QTERM). . = (Q B +Q B +Q B ) 1 
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+ p gB (T - T ) + P gB 
gi,j gi,j gi,j+1/2 gi,j-1/2 oi,j oi,j 
(T - T ) + p gB (T Rs 
0 i,j+1/2 °i,j-1/2 °i,j gi,j 0 i,j+1/2 i,j+1/2 
T R ) - P gB R (T o s - T ) 
· · 1/2 · · 1 ° g s o 1,J- 1,)-1 2 . . . 0 
TRM . 
i,J 
1 ' J 1 ' j i ' j i' j + 1 /2 i ' j -1 /2 
S R S dB 
0 s 0 Q 
+ (_s" B ) (--p=). . - (-) ( d p:-7. . 




BX .. 1,J 
-AX - ex .. - AY .. - eY .. (r2p- r 2 )__!LTRMn+1 i,j 1,J 1,J 1,J m L'l t i,j 
DX .. 
1,J 
(PeTRMt~1 + (GTRM)~~1 + (QTERM)~~1 
1,) 1,J 1,J 
n+1 n 
- (TRM) .. P .. 
1 , J 1, J 
Therefore, the difference equation for the block (i,j) could b e 
represented as follows: 




+CY .. P .. 1 1,] 1,]+ DX .. 1,] 
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (D-19) 
Material Balance Equation 
The differential Equations (C-1), (C-2) and (C-3) were approxi-






1 dBo n+1 n 
1 + (CPV--B -dP)(P .. -P .. ) 
1, J 1, J 
0 
k B T (P~+1l .- Pn+1) - ~B h o .. o. 1/2 . 1+ ,] i, j o .. 1,] 1+ ,] 1,) 
n+1 n n+1 n T (P -P ) +HKY .. 1 (P . . 1- P . . - P g)-0 1. ). i ). 1,]+ 1,]+ 1,] o .. 
. 1 . ' ' 1, J 1- ' J 
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h W •. W. 112 . i+1,j i,j 1,] 1+ ,] 
PCn+1 + PCn+1 ) - k B T (Pn+1_ n+1 
O, W . 1 . O, W. . h W .. w. 112 . i,j pi-1,( 1+ ,J 1,] 1,] 1- ,] 
n+1 n+1 n+1 PCn+1 + ?Cn+1 
o,w. . o,w. 1 . 
1,J 1- ,J 






p g) - HKY .. 1(P .. - P .. 1 w. . 1,J- 1,J 1,J-
1,J 
n+1 PC - P g) -
o,w .. 1 w .. 1, J- 1,J 
] } 
1r 6 z. 
J 
PCn+1 + 










o. 1,j - B 
1 
dB 
C _ ~-__g_ n+1 ( PV B d p )(P · · -g 1,) 
n 




s n+1 n lit 
g .. g .. ( a p ) (P .. - P .. ) + 1,] B 1,] i,j 1,] 1,] 2 r2) o. ¢(r -
1' j p m 
[ k B T (P~+1 - n+1 PCn+1 + PCn+1 ) -
h g .. g . 112 . 1+1,j pi,j- o,g. 1 . o,g .. 1,) 1+ ,] 1+ ,] 1,) 
k B T (P~~l - P~+11 .- PCn+1 + PC ) + h g g 1 J 1- ,] 0 g 0 g 
i' j i -1/2 ' j ' ' i ' j ' i -1' j 




n+l n+1 n+1 
HKY .. 1 (P .. - P .. 1- PC0 g 1,]- 1,] 1,)- ' .. 1,] 
PCn+l - p g) + 
0, W .. 1 g .. 1,]- 1,) 
k B (R - R 
h g s. /2 . s .. i,j 1+l ,J 1,) 
n+1 Pn. +_1) T (P. 1 .- - khB 0. 1/2 . 1+ ,J 1,] g .. 1+ ,J 1,] 
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HKY .. 1T (Pn+1- pn+1_ p g)- (R - R 
1,]+ o .. +1 i,j+1 i,j o.. s .. s .. 
1,] 1,] 1,] 1,] 
Qn+1B 
T n+1 n+1 g gi,j (P. . - p. . 1- p g) - "'" A 
o. • 1 1,) 1,]- 0. • II £.:, z. 1,]- 1,] J 
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HKY .. 1 1, J-
(D-2 2) 
Equations (D-2 0), (D-21) and (D-22) are finite difference appro-
ximations of corresponding differential Equations (C-1), (C-2) and 
(C-3). These equations were used for the calculation of phase satura-
tions in block (i, j). Calculation with these equations were made for 




STRONGLY IMPLICIT PROCEDURE 
FOR SOLUTION OF PRESSURE EQUATIONS 
The pressure difference equation at grid point (i,j) is written 
as 
AY1 .. P. 1. 1 + AX .. P. 1 .+B .. P .. + CX .. P. 1 .+ 
,] 1, - 1,] 1- ,] 1,] 1,] 1,] 1+ ,] 
CY .. P .. 1 D .. 1,] 1,]+ 1,] 
___________ (E-1) 
If the coefficients of the equations are ordered in the sequence shown 
by Equation (E-1), then the overall system of equations can be written 
in matrix form 
AP = D 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (E-2) 
This equation was solved by the Strongly Implicit Procedure (SIP). 
The matrix A is an (MXN) square array composed of the coefficients 
of pressure in the. sequenced equations. Each row of this matrix 
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contains at most five non-zero elements; these are A Y .. , AX .. , 
1' J 1, J 
B. . , ex. . and ey . Three of the five non-zero elements of each 1,] l,J i,j 
row of A are located on the principal diagonal and two adjacent diago-
mals. The other two non-zero elements are located on diagonals 
situated M locations away on each side of the principal diagonal. p 
is a vector composed of the unknown pressures, and D is a vector 
composed of the known terms. If a direct solution of Equation (E-2) 
is sought by factorization of A into lower and upper triangular rna-
trices L and U, it is found that L has non-zero elements filling the 
entire region between the diagonals corresponding to AY and B; and 
likewise, U is filled between the diagonals corresponding to B and eY. 
This factorization would require excessive computer storage and cal-
culation time. Therefore, the matrix A is modified to make elimi-
nation less difficult. 
Matrix A is modified by matrix B such that (A+B) = LU, 
where L and U are triangular sparce matrices. L and U have only 
three non-zero elements in each row. L has non-zero elements in 
the diagonals corresponding to coefficients A Y, AX and B diagonals 
of matrix A. The matrix U has non-zero elements in those 
diagonals corresponding to coefficients B, ex and eY, with that 
corresponding to the principal diagonal of U, being everywhere 
equal to unity. The resulting matrix, (A +B), has seven 
non-zero diagonals, including five in locations corresponding to those 
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of matrix A, plus two which fall just inside and adjacent to the A Y and 
CY diagonals. The elements of L and U cannot be selected in such 
a way that A is identical with (A+ B). The simplest possible definition 
of (A + B) which can be factored into the LU form would result from 
the five non-zero diagonals in A being identical with the corresponding 
ones in (A + B), but with (A + B) containing two additional non-zero 
diagonals. The modified equation, corresponding to the matrix (A + B), 
has non-zero coefficients not only for those coefficients of pressures 
of Equation (E-1), but also for pressures at point (i-1, j-1) and 
(i+1, j+1). To minimize the influence of these new terms introduced 
in forming the modified equation, they are balanced partially by sub-
tracting the approximately equal terms given by Equation (E-3) below, 
which is obtained by writing a Taylor's series expansion in the vicinity 
of point (i-1, j-1) and subtracting it from similar expression for 
P(i,j+l) and P(i-1,j). Neglecting higher order terms, the expansion 
at (i-1, j-1) is 
P(i-1, j-1) -P(i,j) + P(i,j-1) + P(i-1,j) 
------------
(E-3) 
Equation (E-4) is obtained by writing a Taylor's series expansion for 
pressure in the vicinity of point (i+1, j+1) and subtracting it from 
similar expressions for P(i, j-1) and P(i+1, j). Neglecting higher 
order terms, the expressions are given by 
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P(i+1, j+1) 
- P(i,j) + P(i+1,j) + P(i,j+1) 
(E-4) 
In order to introduce additional flexibility, the right hand sides of 
(E-3) and (E-4) are multiplied by a variable iteration parameter , a 
before considering them to be approximations of P(i-1, j-1) and 
P(i+1,j+1). If 0 < a < 1, then whenever the matrix modification in-
troduces the pressures P. 1 . 1 and P. 1 . 1 into the individual grid 1- ,]- 1+ ,] + 
point equation, these pressures are partially cancelled by subtracting 
a(- P .. + P .. 1+ P. 1 .) and a (- P .. + P. 1 . + P .. 1) from them. 1,] 1,]- 1- ,] 1,] 1+ ,] 1,]+ 
Using this approach, the left hand side of (E-1) is modified to 
AY .. P . . 1+ AX .. P . 1 .+B . . P .. + CX .. P. 1 . + CY .. P .. 1 1,] 1,]- 1,] 1- ,] 1,] 1,] 1 , ] 1+ ,] 1,] 1,] + 
+E .. 




The matrix (A+B) being thus defined, the iterative method is deriv ed as 
follows: 
Add BP to the both sides, and (AP - AP) to the right 
side of Equation (E-2). This results in 
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(A+B)P (A+B)P - (AP-D) 
___________ (E-6) 
As discussed above, (A+B) can be factored and calculated, if the right 










Rk is the residual at the kth iteration level and is defined for a point 
(i,j) as follows: 
k k k k 
R D - (A Y P + AX. . P. 1 . + B . . P · · + i,j i,j i,j i,j-1 1,] 1- ,] 1,] 1,) 
k k 
CX .. P. 1 .+ CY .. P. "+1 1,) 1+ ,] 1,] 1,) 
------------
using above relations, (E-7) can be expressed as follows: 





Since A+B LU 
LU 
____________ (E-ll) 
The elements of L and U are calculated from the following relations 
b. . AY .. -a E .. 





a F .. 1,J 
d .. + b .. f .. 1+ c .. e. 1 . 1,J 1,J 1,]- 1, J 1- ,J 
d .. e .. 
1,J 1, J 
= ex .. - a E .. 
1,] 1, J 
B + a E .. + a F .. i,j 1,] 1,] 
d .. f .. 1,J 1,J 





b .. e .. 1 1,] 1,]-
c .. f. 1 . 
1,] 1- ,J 
-----------
(E-12) 
Where b. . , c. . , d. . are the non-zero elements of lower triangular 
1,J 1,] 1,J 
matrix and e .. , f .. are the elements of upper triangular matrix. 
1,] 1,] 
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Let us define a vector V u 0 k+l Substituting this relation 
in Equation (E-ll) we obtain 
LV = 
(E-13) 
Equation (E-13) can be solved easily for vector V as we know all the 
elements of the lower triangular matrix and the residual at the kth 
iteration level. There will be only three non-zero elements in a row 
of the lower triangular matrix L corresponding to the location (i, j -1), 
(i-1,j) and (i,j). For any point (i,j) the equation can be expressed 
as follows 
b .. v .. 1+ c .. v. 1 .+ d . . v .. 
1,] 1,]- 1,] 1- ,J 1,] 1,] 
k 
= R .. 
1,] 
(E-14) 
At this stage we can calculate all the elements of vector V. Referring 
k+l back to the definition of V = U o , the values of the elements of 
vector v and all the elements of the upper triangular matrix U are 
known. Upper triangular matrix U has only three non-zero elements 
in a row corresponding to the locations (i,j), (i+1,j) and (i,j +1); 
moreover, the principal diagonal is equal to unity everywhere in this 
matrix. Expressing the equation for any point (i, j) 
0 k+1 0 k+1 + f 
i,j + ei,j i:+-1,j i,j 
k+1 





As the elements e .. , f .. and the values of v . are known, a tri-
1,] 1,] i,] 
diagonal solution of Equation 
which is by definition equal 
k+l (E-15) will yield the values of 8 .. , 
1,] 
k+l k 
to (P - P ) . The above procedure 
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is set up as an iteration scheme, changing the value of the iteration 
parameter a at every two iterations. 
The iteration parameter a was determined primarily by trial 
and error, since the technique described in the literature did not 
cause the calculations to converge. As pointed out above, its values 
ranged between zero and one. 
APPENDIX F 
PRODUCTION ALLOCATION 
The solution of the system of finite difference equations for 
multi-phase flow requires the computation of the rate of production 
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of each phase for every cell containing a well. As the rates are 
normally specified in terms of total liquid flow, this model determines 
the flow rate of the individual phases. Explicit computation of rates, 
using the saturation at the start of each time step, puts a restriction 
on time step sizes. Therefore, semi-implicit saturations were used 
in the computation. 
Where a well penetrates only one grid block, the total produc-
tion rate for the block is equal to that for the well. In case the well 
penetrates more than one grid block, then each producing block pro-
duces a time-varying fraction of the total production of the well. 
Two different methods were studied for allocation of production. 
One of these considers only the mobilities of the fluids; the other 
considers the flow potentials as well. For the reasons mentioned in 
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Chapter III, the latter method was abandoned in favor of the former, 
since the potential method was not stable. 
In the mobility method, it was assumed that the differences of 
potential between the well bore and a grid block is the same for all 
the blocks adjacent to the well. Total flow for any producing block 
can be appro xi mated by 
Ql. . == 
1,] 
Tw .. k + To . . k + Tg .. k 
1,J rw. . 1,] ro. . 1,J rg .. 
1,] 1,] 1,] 
L 
L: (Tw . . k + To .. k + Tg .. k 
. 1 1,J rw. . 1,J ro. . 1,] rg .. ] = 1 , ] 1,] 1,] 
____________ (F-1) 
Defining 








1, 1,] dS 
w 
dk 
[ kn + __ r_o 8n+1 Sn) ] dS ( o - o · · ro. . 0 1, J 1,] 
[ kn + 
rg .. 
1,) 
dk -~r..w.g (Sn+1_ 8n) ] 




At this point, the new saturations are extrapolated values. Given the 
total production rate for any grid block, the rates of the phases can 
be calculated as follows: 
Qw~~1 
1, J 
n+1 Qo .. 
1, J 
n+1 Qg .. 
1, J 
Tw .. 1,J 
kn [ rw 
i,j 
dk 
+ r, w (~+1_ ~) ] 
w w .. 1,J dS 
w 
--------M-O__;.;B_L_T _______ Qli, j 
To .. 1,J 











[ kn + rg n + 1 8n ] Tg. . dS (Sg - g) 
1 ' J rg1. J. g . . n + 1 
_____ .!:..•!...I~--:;-;-_J;_;z__ ___ 1' J Q 
To .. 1,J 
dk 0 
ro ~+1 [k +-d-S-(o-
ro. . 0 1,J 








LOGARITHMIC RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF GRIDS 
A logarithmic distribution of the grids in the r - direction and 
a close vertical spacing near the initial water-oil and gas-oil contacts 

































The constant value of 6u simplifies the calculation in r - direction. 
r. was taken at the middle of 6 u. This is not the central 1 
















The cross sectional area normal to flow in the r - direction was cal-
culated as 
Defining 
27Tr.6 z . 
1 J 








7r(r p- rm) 
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (G-9) 
L r. was equal to (r - r ) . 






Figure G-1. Radial and Vertical Flow 
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~--~-~-·~ __ \_u __ ~-----
lnr i+3/2 lnri+l/ 2 
6u = ln(r / r )/M 
e w 
IN 
ln r i-1 / 2 





External radius (r ) 1300 ft 
e 
Well bore radius (r ) 0. 5 ft 
w 
Number of grid elements in radial direction: M = 1.0 
Number of grid elements in vertical (z) direction: N = 19 
Total thickness: 416 ft 
• 
Porosity: 0. 20 
Radial permeability: k 
r 
& yers 1 through 7: 100 md 
Layers 8 through 13: 1000 md 
Layers 14 through 19: 5000 md 
Vertical p e rmeability: k 
z 
Layers 1 through 7 : 10 md 
L ayer .s 8 through 13 : 100 md 
Layers 14 through 19: 1000 md 
Production interval: "!25 to 203 ft from top of gas zone 
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(Column 1, Layers 8, 9, 10, 11) 
Gas-oil contact: 100.5 ft from top of gas zone 
Water-oil contact: 259.5 ft from top of gas zone 
Fluid Properties: (NOTE: standard temperature and pressure, STP, 
are 60 degrees F and 14.7 psia, respectively) 
Oil density 39.4726 lb/ft3 at STP 
Water density = 62.43 lb/ft3 at STP 
Gas density 9. 0 x 10-4 gm/cm3 at STP 
Oil compressibility, C 
0 
Water compressibility, C 
w 
Rock compressibility, CPV 
Bubble point pressure, P b 
-5 1. 5 x 10 vol/vol/psi 
-6 3. 0 x 10 vol/vol/psi 
-6 4. 0 x 10 vol/vol/psi 
2173 psia 
Irreducible water saturation, S = 21% 
we 
Residual oil saturation, S 19% 
or 
Equilibrium gas saturation, S = 2% gc 
Oil formation volume factor at P b 1. 4437 
Oil viscosity at Pb 1. 0467 cp 
Initial solution gas, Rs 573 scf/bbl 
Reservoir pore volume 133. 7 million bbl 
Initial oil in place 12.97 million STB 
Initial water in place = 81.68 million STB 
Initial gas in place = 409 x 10
9 SCF 
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The fluid properties were represented by the following 





== 1.03 + 7.1 X 10-5p + 5.7 x 10-8p 2 
== 
-c (P - P ) Bobe o b 


















-4 -8 2 2, 239- 7. 16 X 10 P + 7. 7 X 10 P 




cP p < 
cP p > 
cP 
cP 





-C (P - P ) 
p 0 be o b 
-3 2.932 X 10 P 
-4 
== 62.275 + 1.875 X 10 P 
lb/ft3 p > pb 
lb/ ft3 
lb/ft3 
Relative permeability curve shown in Figure H-1 
Capillary pressure curve shown in Figure H-2 
An fluid properties are given at reservoir temperature. 
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TABLE III 
LOCATIONS OF PRESSURE AND EXTERNAL BOUNDARIES OF 
RADIAL GRID ELEMENTS 
Radial Distance to OUter Radius of 
Grid Block Pressure Point* Grid Elements 
Number (i) (r.)' ft (rP)i' ft 1 
1 0.74 1.10 
2 1.626 2.41 
3 3,57 5.30 
4 7.84 11.61 
5 17.20 25.50 
6 37.77 55.97 
7 82.93 122.87 
8 182.05 269 , 74 
9 399.66 592.17 
10 877.40 1300.00 




VERTICAL GRID ELEMENT SIZES 
Grid Block b. z, Grid Block b. z' 
Number (j) ft Number (j) ft 
1 12.5 11 20.5 
2 15.0 12 20.5 
3 17.5 13 22.5 
.4 20.0 14 25.0 
· s 22.5 15 25.0 
6 25.0 16 25.0 
7 12.5 17 50.0 
8 17.5 18 24.5 




FLUID VISCOSITY DATA 
Pressure Viscosity in cP 
Psia Oil Gas 
2900 1. 0832 0.0235 
2700 1. 0732 0.0225 
2500 1. 0632 0.0215 
2300 1. 0532 0.0205 
2200 1. 0482 0.0200 
2173 1. 0467 0.1986 
2100 1. 075 0.0195 
2000 1.115 0.0190 
1900 1.156 0 . 0185 
1700 1.244 0.0175 
1500 1.338 0.0165 
1300 1.438 0.0155 
1100 1.544 0.0145 
900 1. 657 0.0135 
700 1. 775 0.0125 
500 1.900 o. 0115 
Water Viscosity = 0. 6246 cp 
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TABLE VI 
FLUID DENSITY DATA 
Pressure Densities in lbs/ft3 
Psi a Water Oil Gas 
2900 62.819 39.905 8. 50279 
2700 62. 781 39.786 7.9164 
2500 62.743 39.669 7.330 
2300 62.706 39.550 6.744 
2200 62.687 39.491 6.4504 
2173 62.682 39.473 6. 3712 
2100 62.669 40. 024 6.1572 
2000 62.650 40.770 5.864 
1900 62.630 41.503 5.571 
1700 62.593 42.930 4.904 
1500 62.556 44.307 4.398 
1300 62.518 45.634 3.811 
1100 62.481 46.910 3.225 
900 62.443 48.136 2.638 
700 62.406 49.312 2.052 
500 62.368 50.437 1. 466 
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TABLE VII 
FORMATION VOLUME FACTOR AND SOLUTION GAS DATA 
Formation Volume Factor 
Pressure Gas ~olubility 
Psi a Oil Gas ft /bbl 
2900 1. 4376 0.0034 573.77 
2700 1.442 0. 0037 573. 77 
2500 1.446 0.0040 573.77 
2300 1.450 0.00434 573.77 
2200 1.452 0.00454 573.77 
2173 1. 453 0.00460 573.77 
2100 1.430 0.00476 555.30 
2000 1. 400 0.00500 530.00 
1900 1.370 0.00526 504.70 
1700 1. 315 0.00588 454.10 
1500 1.264 0.00660 403.50 
1300 1.218 0.00770 352.90 
1100 1.177 0.00900 302.30 
900 1.140 0. 01100 251.70 
700 1.107 0.01400 201.10 
500 1.079 0.02000 150. 50 
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FLOW CHART FOR SIMULATION MODEL 
Calculate Multiple 


















FLOW-SHEET FOR DYNAMIC SATURATION CALCULATIONS 
Following is the flow scheme for dynamic saturation calculations 
for gas coning: 
1. Check if the row contains producing block. If not, by-
pass the following calculations and proceed with standard 
material balance computations. 
2. Calculate the "gas flux in" in z - direction for each block 
of the row. 
3. Sum of the "gas flux in" for all the blocks, yields the 
"net gas flux in". 
4. Calculate the total gas (free gas + solution gas) in place 
for each block at the present time level. 
5. Sumation of values from step 4 for all elements in the row 
will give the total gas in place for the row at the present 
time level. 
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6. From the estimated saturation, calculate the total gas in 
place for each row for the new time level. 
7. Calculate the total gas in place at new time level for the 
entire row. 
8. Call in the oil producing rate at the new time level for the 
producing block. 
9. Calculate the gas production rate by the relation 
Rate of gas production [ (Total gas in place at 
time level n) - (Total gas in place at time level n+1) ] I 
(Time step, 6 t) 
10. Calculate GOR Gas Produced/Oil Produced. 
11. Calculate k /k for each block by the relation k /k g 0 g 0 
(GOR-Rs)(B 1-1 )/(B 1-1 ). g g 0 0 
12. A function is calculated by the relation 
13. 
Function 
k (1 - s ) 3 
_K gc 
k 2 
0 (1 - s ) 
or 
sn+l is interpolated on k /k curve by an iteration scheme. 
g g 0 
This will give the new saturation at the time level n+l. 
14. "Net gas flux in", (total gas at time level n, and total gas 
100 
for the entire row at n+1 time level are updated by sub-
tracting each respective quantity for the i th block from the 
total calculated earlier. This is done in preparation for 
calculating saturations in the next element of the row. 
15. Production is updated by the following relation 
Production rate for block (i+l) 
block (i) + 
PVn+1Sn+1 - P~Sn 
i oi i oi 
6 t B . 
01 
Production rate for 
16. Go to Step 9 and repeat the procedure sequentially for all 
the blocks. 
17. If the estimated saturations do not converg~ make new 
estimate and repeat the procedure from step 7. 
18. Check the material balance error. If error is high, make 
new estimate of saturations and repeat the procedure. 
